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Building a Continuous Process Improvement Culture
Industrial engineering has had several developments in the last hundred years.
Most recently, LEAN has supported companies in understanding and
implementing tools from the Toyota Production System. Continuous Process
Improvement (CPI) has contributed new understandings of what makes an
employee successful and the importance of including the frontline workforce in
process improvement.
This training will teach you the most commonly used LEAN tools, the ones that
have a significant impact on any company. You’ll do exercises that apply these
tools to your business. You’ll learn how to use Gemba boards and the importance
of employee engagement. Our goal is hands-on learning so that you’re confident
using LEAN and CPI principles in your work.
Seminar Learning Focus


Why front line workforce should be driving your operational improvement effort.



How to develop the infrastructure needed to ensure your CPI effort is a success.



How to apply LEAN tools to reduce waste in your processes.



How to use Gemba boards to focus on specific areas of desired improvement.



Why improving employee engagement matters more today than ever before.

Who Should Attend


Individuals who want to improve their operational improvement skills.



Most attendees work in Operations, Supply Chain, or Finance departments.



For organizations that want to build a Continuous Process Improvement (CPI)
culture, we recommend delivering this seminar to the leadership team first.

Dates, Location and Cost of Training


Wednesday, June 15th, 9 AM-4 PM, lunch included



Hilton Scotts Valley, CA



$600 per participant

Facilitator Background
Khaled Mabrouk is an Operational Engineering Leader, with 30 years of experience
delivering operational design and improvement success stories. In addition, he has
built and analyzed over 100 simulation models. He is consistently effective at teaching
others to improve their operational improvement skills. He is a part-time Engineering
Instructor at San Jose State University and has published 20+ articles/editorials on
operational improvement.
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